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ABSTRACT
Boreal peatlands are highly important sinks for carbon (C). This function is enabled largely
by one peat-forming plant, the Sphagnum moss. In addition to slowing the decomposition by
gradually creating ombrotrophic conditions, it gives a shelter for the organisms mitigating
the emissions of methane (CH4) – an effective greenhouse gas formed in submerged, anoxic
peat layers. These organisms, methane oxidizing bacteria (methanotrophs, MOB), inhabit the
dead, water-filled hyaline cells of the Sphagnum and provide the plant carbon dioxide (CO2)
derived from the CH4 oxidation. While several studies have confirmed the presence of
Sphagnum-associated methanotrophs (SAM), it is still unclear how dependent they are on the
mosses and how environmental conditions affect their community composition and activity.
This thesis evaluated SAM dynamics in the different stages of peatland development on
both pristine and disturbed areas. Studies were based mainly on molecular methods, targeting
the MOB-specific pmoA gene, and laboratory incubations, including stable isotope probing.
In the first study, the connection between the SAM and the mosses was assessed by testing
whether the SAM will disperse through the water phase. This trait, considered to represent a
facultative symbiosis, was demonstrated in two experiments. In the field, mosses inactive in
CH4 oxidation were transplanted next to active ones. Within a month, SAM communities of
the neighboring mosses become more similar. The water-based colonization was further
confirmed by bathing inactive mosses in flark pore water that showed high CH4 oxidation
activity. Within just 11 h, activity was induced and the SAM abundance significantly
increased in the treated mosses.
The other two studies revealed similar SAM community composition patterns on a
pristine chronosequence and on a gradient of re-vegetating cutover peatlands. Instead of the
Sphagnum species, the general environmental conditions seemed to control the SAM
community composition. Different types of SAM seemed to have their preferred
environmental niches, with the type Ia MOB present and active especially in the young
succession stages and the type II MOB in the older, hydrologically more stable stages.
Despite the community differences, the potential CH4 oxidation did not differ along the
gradients, suggesting functional redundancy. Only some drier bog samples did not show any
detectable CH4 oxidation, demonstrating the regulatory role of the water table level on the
SAM activity. The peat layers of the cutover gradient showed similar MOB community
patterns but the potential CH4 oxidation increased with succession.
The  ability  to  disperse  through  the  water  provides  a  recovery  mechanism  from
disturbances such as droughts, which are predicted to increase with climate warming. In
addition, the diversity and functional redundancy of the SAM communities enhance the
resilience of this important CH4 biofilter formed by the living Sphagnum mosses. The
potential SAM activity in the mosses of the youngest cutover site promotes the Sphagnum
transplantation practice as a tool to not only enhance the re-vegetation process, but also to
mitigate the CH4 emissions formed in the rewetting and restoration of disturbed peatlands.
Keywords: plant-microbe interactions, CH4 oxidation, microbial community analysis, pmoA
microarray, ecosystem restoration, greenhouse gas emissions
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91 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Methane as a greenhouse gas
Methane (CH4) is a greenhouse gas with a 28-32 times stronger warming potential than
carbon dioxide (CO2) over a hundred-year time scale (IPCC, Myhre et al. 2013; Etminan et
al. 2016). It is formed at least in three different processes: biologically mainly through the
anaerobic degradation of organic matter, thermogenically during the very slow geological
formation of fossil fuels and pyrogenically during incomplete combustion of organic matter
(IPCC, Ciais et al. 2013). Within these processes, CH4 sources can be divided into natural
and anthropogenic sources with the former including for example wetlands, freshwater
sediments, termite guts and wildfires, and the latter for example rice cultivation, farming of
ruminant animals and the use of fossil fuels. Recently, CH4 emissions have been measured
from living vegetation, including trees (Keppler et al. 2006; Machacova et al. 2016; Pangala
et al. 2017). Although the mechanisms behind these emissions are still uncertain, they have
already changed the concept of exclusively anaerobic biological CH4 formation (Lenhart et
al. 2012). The opposite process to CH4 production, oxidation of the atmospheric CH4, takes
place either by chemical reactions with the OH-radicals mainly in the troposphere (90 % of
the total sink for the atmospheric CH4, Ciais et al. 2013) or by the actions of CH4 oxidizing
bacteria (MOB) mainly in the upland soil (Le Mer and Roger 2001). In addition, MOB are
able to oxidize a large part of the soil-derived CH4 even before it reaches the atmosphere (e.g.
Whalen 2005).
Between 2000 and 2009, the annual total CH4 emissions were in the range of 553 to 678
Tg CH4 y-1 with an almost equal distribution between the natural and anthropogenic sources
(IPCC, Ciais et al. 2013). Wetland-related biogenic emissions and emissions originating from
agriculture and waste were the largest contributors, respectively. Since the pre-industrial
times (before 1750), the atmospheric CH4 concentration has risen from 0.72 ppm to 1.8 ppm
– mainly due to anthropogenic activities (IPCC, Hartmann et al. 2013).
1.2 Microbiological methane cycle
1.2.1 Methane producing archaea, the methanogens
Based on current knowledge, most of the biologically formed CH4 is derived from a specific
type of microbes, the CH4 producing archaea, i.e. the methanogens - although CH4 has been
recently shown to be formed also within the aerobic metabolism of saprotrophic fungi
(Lenhart et al. 2012) and also in connection to N2 fixation (Zheng et al. 2018). Within the
domain Archaea, methanogens are found in the phylum Euryarchaeota and within seven
different orders: Methanomicrobiales, Methanobacteriales, Methanosarcinales,
Methanococcales, Methanocellales, Methanopyrales and Methanomassiliicoccales
(Nazaries et al. 2013; Lang et al., 2015). In addition, recent metagenomics studies indicate
that methanogens can be found within the two newly discovered phyla, Bathyarchaeota
(Evans et al., 2015) and Verstraetearchaeota (Vanwonterghem et al. 2016). Currently known
methanogens are a phylogenetically relatively coherent group, but instead of the universal
16S rDNA, their analysis is often based on the functional mcrA gene coding for the Į-subunit
of the methyl coenzyme M reductase (Luton et al. 2002; Steinberg and Regan 2008), which
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allows the exclusion of closely related non-methanogenic archaea. Archaeal methanogenesis
is a strictly anaerobic process and thus methanogens are found especially in water-saturated
environments, such as wetlands, sediments and rice fields. Most of them are mesophiles,
although extremophilic strains have been detected in the geothermal environments (Nazaries
et al. 2013). Methanogens cooperate closely with other microbes, including the
homoacetogenic and the fermentative bacteria, preceding them in the chain of organic matter
degradation. Secondary fermenters, or syntrophs, provide the substrates, such as H2, used by
the hydrogenotrophic methanogens to reduce CO2 to CH4, and acetate, used by the
acetoclastic methanogens (Schink 1997). Most methanogens are hydrogenotrophs and
indications of this trait have been found even in the genus Methanosaeta, which was long
thought to contain only obligate acetogens (Rotaru et al. 2014). The Methanosarcinales differ
from the former with their versatility, as some related species are capable of using both of
the mentioned pathways and even other C substrates such as methanol and methylamines
(Costa and Leigh, 2014). The recently characterized phylum, Methanomassiliicoccales, is
proposed to contain obligate methylotrophs that need H2 for the CH4 production (Lang et al.
2015).
1.2.2 Methane oxidizing bacteria, the methanotrophs
Methane oxidizing bacteria (MOB) are a functional guild of microorganisms capable of using
CH4 as a sole source of carbon (C) and energy. The currently known aerobic MOB encompass
a diverse group of microbes from three different phyla. Within the two larger MOB groups,
Alphaproteobacteria includes five MOB genera and Gammaproteobacteria 18 MOB genera
that exist as cultured isolates (Knief, 2015, Table 1). In addition, one alpha- (Pratcher et al.
2018) and two gammaproteobacterial (Stoecker et al. 2006; Vigliotta et al. 2007) genera have
been proposed despite the lack of successful isolation. A decade ago, MOB were discovered
also in the phylum Verrucomicrobia (Dunfield et al. 2007; Pol et al. 2007; Islam et al. 2008),
which now consist of two genera (Op den Camp et al. 2009; van Teeseling et al. 2014).
Currently, the classification of MOB is largely based on the analysis of two
phylogenetically congruent marker genes, the universal 16S rRNA, found in all prokaryotes,
and the MOB specific pmoA, coding for the Į-subunit of the particulate methane
monooxygenase (pMMO), that converts CH4 to methanol (McDonald et al. 2008). As an
exception, some MOB genera have only the soluble form of the methane monooxygenase
(sMMO) and their analysis is based on the mmoX gene instead of the pmoA (Dedysh et al.
2005, Vorobev et al. 2011, Liebner and Svenning 2013). In addition to phylogenetic
differences, the MOB have some distinct physiological and morphological traits that have
been traditionally used to classify them into two main groups: type I and type II, which are
known to correspond well to gamma- and alphaproteobacteria, respectively. With increasing
knowledge on the diversity of the traits within these two MOB types, fewer traits are now
considered specific to either one of them (Knief, 2015). The main distinctive feature is still
the pathway for carbon assimilation: Type I use the ribulose monophosphate pathway and
type II use the serine cycle (Hanson and Hanson 1996). Other features quite specific for either
group include formation of internal membranes set as vesicular discs (type I) or as pairs
aligned to the cell periphery (type II) and the differences in the fatty acid composition of their
cell membranes. The ability to fix nitrogen (N2) and to form resting stages such as cysts is
not limited to but still more pronounced in the type II MOB (Hanson and Hanson 1996; Knief
2015). Based on both phylogenetic and physiological differences, the type I MOB have been
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Table 1. Current taxonomic grouping and basic features of the aerobic methane oxidizing
bacteria (MOB) [according to Knief (2015) and the references therein, and Pratcher et al.
(2018)].
Phylum Family Genera type pmoA mmoX facultativeb
Alphaproteobacteria Methylocystaceae Methylocystis II + + +
Methylosinus II + + -
Beijerinckiaceae Methylocapsa II + - +
Methylocella II - + +
Methyloferula II - + -
Ca. Methyloaffinisa na + - -
Gammaproteobacteria Methylococcaceae Methylobacter Ia + - -
Methyloglobulus Ia + - -
Methylomarinum Ia + - -
Methylomicrobium Ia + + -
Methylomonas Ia + - -
Methyloprofundus Ia + - -
Methylosarcina Ia + - -
Methylosoma Ia + - -
Methylosphaera Ia + - -
Methylovulum Ia + + -
Methylocaldum Ib + + -
Methylococcus Ib + + -
Methylogaea Ib + - -
Methyloparacoccus Ib + - -
Methylomagnum Ib + + -
Ca. Clonothrixa na + - -
Methylothermacea
e
Methylohalobius 1c + - -
Methylomarinovum 1c + - -
Methylothermus 1c + - -
Crenotrichaceae Ca. Crenothrixa na + - +
Verrucomicrobia Methylacidiphilace
ae
Methylacidiphilum na + - -
Methylacidimicrobium na + - -
na = not applicable, + = detected at least in some strains, - = not detected or analyzed
a Candidatus genus, no cultivated strains yet
b able to use other C sources in addition to CH4
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further split in two groups, type Ia and Ib (formely known as type X) (Table 1). Some
publications have included also the group of type Ic which has included either some
uncultivated MOB taxa and the amoA sequence of Nitrosococcus (e.g. Dumont et al. 2014)
or the family Methylothermaceae (e.g. Knief, 2015). In the MOB community analysis within
this  thesis,  the  classification  to  the  MOB types  Ia,  Ib  and II  is  used  as  described  in  Knief
(2015) (Table 1).
As can be expected from their high diversity, the MOB are ubiquitous in nature and can
be found in various different environments. Habitats with high moisture levels (e.g. wetlands,
lakes, rice fields) and therefore with high in situ CH4 production, favor MOB adapted to
utilize CH4 in high CH4 concentrations (i.e. low-affinity MOB, Bender and Conrad 1992) –
here the MOB often live on the anoxic-oxic interphase where they have access to both the
CH4 from below and to the oxygen from above. In contrast, the dryer conditions (e.g. upland
forests) favor MOB that are able to oxidize CH4 in low, atmospheric concentrations (high-
affinity MOB, Bender and Conrad, 1992; Pratcher et al. 2018). At least some Methylocystis
and Methylosinus strains harbor an additional pMMO enzyme (pMMO2), which enables
them  to  use  CH4 also  in  the  low  concentrations  (Yimga  et  al.  2003).  Most  MOB  prefer
moderate pH levels between 6 to 8 and temperatures in the range of 20-40 °C (Whittenbury
et al. 1970). The Verrucomicrobial MOB have been detected mostly in geothermal areas in
temperatures as high as 65 °C and in a pH as low as 0.8 (Op den Camp et al. 2009) but these
have also been detected in lower temperatures (Sharp et al. 2014). In addition to CH4, some
MOB (e.g. some Methylocella, Methylocapsa and Methylocystis strains) are able to use other
substrates, such as acetate, methanol and CO2, for C and/or energy (Theisen et al. 2005; Im
et al. 2011; Belova et al. 2011).
In addition to aerobic methanotrophs, a diverse group consisting of both bacteria and
archaea oxidize CH4 in anoxic conditions by using electron acceptors such as sulfate, nitrate
or iron (e.g. Michaelis et al. 2002; Raghoebarsing et al. 2006; Ettwig et al. 2016). These
anaerobic CH4 oxidizers (ANME) are common in the marine environments but may also be
found in freshwater environments, such as lake sediments (e.g. Weber et al. 2017) and
peatlands (e.g. Gupta et al. 2013; Shi et al. 2017).
1.3 The peatland ecosystem
Peatlands are organic soil ecosystems characterized by a high water table (WT) level, which
leads to anoxic conditions and, consecutively, slow organic matter degradation and to peat
formation. They are globally important C storages as over one third of the global soil organic
matter is estimated to be stored in the peat layers. At the same time, they are a major source
of CH4, formed in the submerged peat layers (Gorham 1991). Most of the peatlands, 346
Mha, are found in the northern boreal or subarctic zones where, in addition to wet conditions,
the low temperatures have retarded the degradation processes (Gorham 1991; Yu 2012). The
corresponding peatland areas in the tropics are relatively small (approximately 11%, Page et
al. 2011), but emit more CH4 than the boreal regions (Turetsky et al. 2014). As the growth of
Sphagnum mosses is centered to the boreal peatlands (Rydin and Jeglum 2013), this thesis
concentrates on those areas.
Typically, boreal peatland development starts from wet depressions that become
vegetated by sedges and brown mosses, and later on, by minerotrophic Sphagnum moss
species. These young, fen-type peatlands receive nutrients both from the groundwater and
from the water flowing from the surrounding areas. With an increasing Sphagnum cover and
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emergence of hummock forming Sphagnum species, the peat surface rises and the vegetation
loses contact to other water sources except for precipitation – leading to the formation of
nutrient-poor and acidic, ombrotrophic bog-type peatlands (Hughes and Barber 2004; Laine
et al. 2011; Väliranta et al. 2016; Gaáka et al. 2017). Due to changes in the vegetation
composition and the accumulation of peat, this fen-bog succession includes a gradient from
highly fluctuating water table (WT) to drier, but more stable hydrological conditions
(Leppälä et al. 2008; Tuittila et al. 2013). The above transition, together with the changes in
peat physicochemical properties (e.g. decreasing pH and C/N), is reflected in C dynamics
(Thormann et al. 1999; Kotiaho et al. 2008; Leppälä et al. 2011).
Most of the current boreal peatland areas originated during the early Holocene period,
accelerated by the melting glacier waters (MacDonald et al. 2006). However, new peat
forming areas are still being initiated for example through the process of post-glacial land
uplifting. This phenomenon leads to the formation of peatland chronosequences, which
provide unique opportunities to examine the succession-associated abiotic and biotic factors
(e.g. Klinger and Short 1996; Leppälä et al. 2008; Tuittila et al. 2013). In addition to the
autogenous processes leading to the fen-bog transition, the direction and rate of the
succession process may change in the events of more sudden disturbances, such as wildfires
(Tuittila et al. 2007; Singer et al., 1996) and is also influenced by the climate. Currently, due
to the slower succession, the proportion of the fens is higher in the colder, northern regions
than in the south (Väliranta et al., 2017). In the future, climate change induced warming is
predicted to affect the boreal peatland succession in two opposite ways, depending on the
latitude: While the southern fens may become drier due to increased evapotranspiration,
accelerating their development towards bogs, the northern thawing permafrost regions are
expected to show a change from the bog-type vegetation towards wetter fens (Johansson et
al., 2006; Tahvanainen et al. 2011).
In addition to the C accumulation, peatlands provide other important ecosystem services
such as hydrological buffering, high biodiversity and recreation opportunities (Andersen et
al. 2017). They are also utilized as areas for forestry and agriculture and for the extraction of
peat. These economical uses of peatlands require drainage of the area, which severely
disrupts the peatland C cycle and often turns them from C sinks to sources (Maljanen et al.
2010; Wilson et al. 2016). Of the total global peatland area, approximately 4.3% (15 Mha)
has been drained (Paavilainen and Päivänen 1995) but the areal variation is large: for example
in Finland approximately two thirds of the peatland area have been drained (Vasander, 2003).
Restoration of these degraded peatlands is increasingly promoted as a way to for example
mitigate C emissions and conserve rare ecosystems (Chimner et al. 2017; Andersen et al.
2017), and the aim is to make these efforts also economically feasible through their inclusion
in the C emissions factors (Bonn et al. 2014).
1.4 Peatlands as a source of methane
1.4.1 Methane turnover in pristine boreal peatlands
The pristine peatlands are important sinks for CO2 but at same time a major source of CH4.
Due  to  the  nature  of  the  CH4 production and oxidation as mainly anaerobic and aerobic
processes, respectively, the WT level is one of the main controllers of these functions
(Whalen and Reeburgh 2000, Abdalla et al. 2016). Most of the methanogens are sensitive to
oxygen and are thus often most active in the more permanently anoxic layers approximately
14
20 cm below the average WT level, where their substrates (acetate, H2/CO2) are still in
adequate supply (Sundh et al. 1994; Kettunen et al. 1999). However, some methanogens
might be more tolerant to the oxygen and may thrive in anoxic microsites even close to the
surface (Kotiaho et al. 2010; Angle et al. 2017). Methanotrophs are dependent on the activity
of methanogens as providers of their substrate but they also need oxygen and are thus often
most active close to the interphase of the anoxic and oxic layers (Sundh et al. 1995; Laine et
al. 2012). The composition of the ground vegetation controls both the methanogens and the
MOB: Eriophorum vaginatum and other aerenchymatous plants provide substrates for the
methanogens (Ström et al. 2003; Saarnio et al. 2004) and shuttle CH4 directly to the
atmosphere and thus out of reach of the MOB (Tuittila et al. 2000a; Cooper et al. 2014). They
also provide oxygen for the CH4 oxidation in the rhizosphere (Popp et al. 2000; Fritz et al.
2011). The Sphagnum mosses support the methanogens, and indirectly the MOB, by
stabilizing the WT but also exert negative effects for example by producing antimicrobial
compounds (see section 1.5). Other controlling factors are temperature and pH (e.g. Dunfield
et al. 1993; Dedysh and Panikov 1997; Wagner et al. 2017), and in the case of methanogens,
the actions of the other microbes in the degradation chain (Schmidt et al. 2016; Juottonen et
al. 2017, see also section 1.2.1) and substrate competition with other anaerobic processes,
such as sulfate reduction (e.g. Pester et al. 2010).
Due to the complex interactions between hydrology, climate, vegetation, peat properties
(impacting e.g. gas diffusion/ebullition) and microbial activity, the actual CH4 emissions can
vary greatly between peatlands and within short and long spatial and temporal scales
(Turetsky et al., 2014). In general, owing to their differences in the vegetation and hydrology,
fens emit more CH4 than bogs (Turetsky et al. 2014; Abdalla et al. 2016). Climate warming
is expected to be relatively rapid in the northern latitudes, which may lead to an increase in
the CH4 emissions induced by the melting permafrost (Schuur et al. 2015). In addition, a
predicted increase in the variability and magnitude of the precipitation events, leading to both
flooding and droughts (Collins et al. 2013), will likely impact the CH4 production and
oxidation processes in the boreal peatlands.
Peatland succession typically entails a change in the methanogenic pathways from
acetoclastic to hydrogenotrophic CH4 production. Although this is mostly linked to the
development from mesotrophic fens to ombrotrophic bogs and related change in the
vegetation and the pH (Juottonen et al. 2005; Galand et al. 2005; Rooney-Varga et al. 2007;
Kotsyurbenko et al. 2007, Hines et al. 2008), the same pattern has been evidenced in the
thawing permafrost (Mondav et al. 2014; Liebner et al. 2015). The MOB communities of the
northern acidic peatlands seem to be dominated by the alphaproteobacterial type II MOB,
especially the Methylocystis species (e.g. Dedysh 2001; 2003; Yrjälä et al. 2011; Chen et al.
2008). However, the type I MOB seem to be abundant (Jaatinen et al. 2005) and active
(Morris et al. 2002, Chen et al. 2008; Gupta et al. 2012; Peltoniemi et al. 2016) in the more
mesotrophic, fen-type peatlands. In addition to the differences between the peatland types,
both methanogen and MOB communities vary along smaller spatial scales and seasons,
which may be a factor behind the high variability of CH4 emissions (Bridgham et al. 2013).
1.4.2 Methane turnover in disturbed and restored boreal peatlands
Due to the WT lowering induced by the drainage, aerobic peat decomposition accelerates and
leads to an increase in the CO2 emissions (e.g. Komulainen et al. 1999, Salm et al. 2012).
Simultaneously, the CH4 emissions decrease (e.g. Martikainen et al. 1995, Roulet and Moore
1995)  but  the  system  will  still  switch  from  a  C  sink  to  a  source,  if  the  C  losses  are  not
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compensated through for example afforestation (Ojanen et al. 2013, Maljanen et al. 2010).
The peat extraction has an even more detrimental effect, as the living vegetation and the peat
layers are removed. In addition to losing the C accumulated as peat, the abandoned peat
extraction sites are generally carbon sources due to the aerobic degradation of the residual
peat (Waddington et al. 2002; McNeil and Waddington 2003; Salm et al. 2012).
Peatland restoration aims to return the functions typical to a pristine ecosystem –
including the CH4 production in the peat layers. Firstly, the WT level needs to be returned
through  blocking  of  the  drainage  ditches  and,  in  the  case  of  the  forested  sites,  possible
removal of the tree-stand (Tarvainen et al. 2013). With submerged conditions, the peatland
vegetation may return either spontaneously (Tuittila et al. 2000b; Maanavilja et al. 2014;
Laine et al. 2016) or through artificial reintroduction through transplantations: Especially in
Northern America, addition of Sphagnum diaspores on the extracted peat basin is a typical
way to enhance the restoration process (Rochefort et al. 2003, Chimner et al. 2017). Based
on CH4 emission measurements, the CH4 production may re-activate relatively rapidly after
the initiation of a higher WT and re-vegetation, but the recovery rate depends for example on
the peatland type and the degree of disturbance (Tuittila et al. 2000a, Waddington and Day
2007; Abdalla et al. 2016). Later, an increase in the Sphagnum moss cover seems to lead to
decreased CH4 emissions (Waddinton and Day 2007) – a pattern similar to the pristine
peatland succession.
Compared to pristine peatlands, the methanogenic and methanotrophic communities of
disturbed sites are not as well documented. While their activity [(potential CH4
production/oxidation (MPP/MOP)] has been studied in both forestry-drained (e.g. Juottonen
et al. 2012; Mastný et al., 2016) and cutover sites (Francez et al. 2000; Glatzel et al. 2004;
Basiliko et al. 2007; Strack et al. 2017), their community structures have received less
attention (Urbanová et al. 2011; Basiliko et al. 2013; Juottonen et al. 2012; Reumer et al.
2018).
1.5 Sphagnum - a key species of peatlands
Boreal peatlands would not exist without one plant genus, the Sphagnum mosses. These
mosses characterize the peat ecosystems with a coverage typically reaching almost 100% in
older, ombrotrophic bogs (Rydin and Jeglum 2013). Accordingly, the Sphagnum moss
photosynthesis is responsible of most of the carbon accumulation and, due to its low
degradability, Sphagnum detritus  is  estimated  to  provide  50%  of  the  peat  in  the  boreal
peatlands (Turetsky 2003).
The reason behind the dominance of Sphagnum mosses is their ability to engineer their
surroundings to favor their proliferation on the expense of other plants (Rydin and Jeglum
2013). One reason for their success, and the acidification development during the fen-bog
transition, was long believed to be their high cation exchange capacity, which would lower
the pH by changing protons for the positive cations present in the pore water (Clymo and
Hayward 1982; van Breemen 1995). However, the Sphagnum dominance over for example
vascular plants seems to be mainly caused by the thickening Sphagnum layer that disconnects
the surface vegetation from the minerals provided by the ground water (Hughes and Barber
2004; Soudzilovskaia et al. 2010). In part, the slowing decomposition and the increasing peat
accumulation are aided by the antimicrobial properties and the high recalcitrance of the
Sphagnum mosses (van Breemen 1995; Hájek et al. 2011).
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The genus Sphagnum belongs to the phylum Bryophyta, which is one of the oldest
terrestrial plant lineages (Bateman et al. 1998). However, it is estimated that most of the
current 300-500 Sphagnum species have originated fairly recently, < 20 million years ago,
together with the emergence of the boreal peatland ecosystems (Shaw et al. 2010). Different
Sphagnum species vary with their growth preferences with some of them typical on
minerotrophic fens (e.g. S. riparium, S. warnsdorfii) and some on more acidic, ombrotrophic
bogs (e.g. S. fuscum, S. rubellum, S. cuspidatum). Sphagnum species  differ  also  in  the
hydrological adaptation, which leads to the formation of microtopography: Species able to
conduct water to their growth form, such as the section Acutifolia, form dense hummocks
above the WT, whereas species adapted to photosynthesis below the WT, such as section
Cuspidata, can be found in the wet depressions, known as hollows or flarks (Johnson et al.,
2015). Between these there are non-hummock forming species thriving in the flat,
intermediate microforms known as the lawns. Formation of the microhabitats is an important
feature that increases the functional biodiversity of the mosses and as such, the ecosystem
resilience to disturbances such as wildfires (Benscoter and Wieder 2003) and even climate
change (Korrensalo et al., 2017).
1.6 The Sphagnum microbiome
The microbiome of a plant can be considered to include only the endophytic organisms living
inside the plant cells (in the endophere) or it may include also the organisms tightly bound to
the plant surface (the ectosphere), which is the concept used in this thesis work. Either way,
these microbes live in an association with the plant, which may give them advantages when
compared to a life as a free-living organism. In turn, the endophytes can provide certain
benefits to the host plant, such as nutrient acquisition or suppression of plant pathogens (Liu
et al. 2017). Despite their life inside plant cells, pathogens are usually not considered
endophytes (Hardoim et al. 2008). The endophytes can be either seed-borne i.e. may live
their whole life cycle within the plant (obligate endophytes), or they may colonize the plant
for example from the soil and spend only parts of their life inside the plant (facultative
endophytes). The latter group can be either opportunists that take occasional advantage of
the benefits offered by the plant (e.g. nutrients and protection) or they may be just passively
floating within the plant without receiving any positive gains (Hardoim et al. 2008).
Within Sphagnum, the endophytes most often live inside the dead, water-filled hyaline
cells (Raghoebarsing et al. 2005; Bragina et al. 2012a) that enable the high water-holding
capacity of these mosses and are found throughout the moss leaves and stem. The pores of
the hyaline cells allow the movement of water as well as small particles, including bacteria,
through their walls (Rydin and Clymo 1989). In addition to more species/function-specific
benefits, the hyaline cells are believed to offer a more stable, less acidic habitat within the
harsh peatland environment (Kostka et al. 2016). Based on a recent metagenomics survey,
the Sphagnum microbiome is well adapted to the oxidative stress entailed in the flooding-
desiccation cycles typical for the moss environment (Bragina et al. 2014).
1.6.1 Sphagnum-associated methanotrophs
Methane oxidation has been long known to occur in the peat layers, but the concept of living






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































were among the first to suggest that the MOB live in the dead hyaline cells inside the living
plant. Results from Frentzel and Karofeld (2000) supported this finding as they linked the
highest CH4 oxidation  to  the  lowest  green  parts  of  the Sphagnum mosses (in hollows).
Basiliko et al. (2004) further investigated this phenomenon and, again, located the highest
oxidation potential in the lower, non-photosyntetic parts of the mosses. Soon after, the
concept of Sphagnum-associated methanotrophs (SAM) was confirmed by molecular
detection of MOB-type bacteria inside the hyaline cells (Raghoebarsing et al. 2005). The
detected MOB were relatively distant to the known MOB strains (93% 16S rRNA similarity
to Methylocella/Methylocapsa), but similar sequences were later discovered in a West
Siberian Sphagnum bog (Dedysh et al., 2006). The metabolic route of the CH4-derived C was
traced from the SAM to the Sphagnum using a 13CH4 labeling analysis of bishomohopanoic
acid and phytosterols/chlorophyll a (Raghoebarsing et al. 2005; Kip et al. 2010),
demonstrating the mechanism of carbon recycling in the bog ecosystem. The incorporation
of CH4-C to the mosses seems to be highest in the submerged conditions, highlighting the
usefulness of this CO2 source when otherwise depending on the slow diffusion of the CO2
from the water phase (Larmola et al. 2010a; Kip et al. 2010). An estimated incorporation of
5% to 30% of the CH4-C to the mosses would help to explain the high level of C accumulation
despite the slow primary production in the peatland ecosystems (Raghoebarsing et al. 2005;
Larmola et al. 2010a). Liebner et al. (2011) recorded a similar connection between the MOB
and  brown  mosses  (Scorpidium scorpioides) in Siberian tundra ponds and, based on the
higher CH4 oxidation during the photosynthesis than in the dark, demonstrated the benefit of
plant-derived oxygen for the SAM. The importance of the S. scorpioides-associated CH4
oxidation has been shown also by Knoblauch et al. (2015).
Studies conducted/published simultaneously with this thesis work have revealed the high
prevalence of the SAM both geographically (Kip et al. 2010) and within different Sphagnum
species (Larmola et al. 2010a). In a study of Patagonian S. magellanicum mosses, the SAM
community composition did not vary between different microhabitats (Kip et al., 2011a) but
in another study, those differences were still larger than the difference between the Sphagnum
species (Basiliko et al. 2004). Only few SAM strains have been isolated (Kip et al. 2011b)
and most of the studies rely on molecular methods in the SAM community analysis. Overall,
the understanding of the SAM ecology is quite poor and very little is known for example of
the effects of different environmental changes, such as peatland succession, on the SAM
communities or their activity. Although the SAM seem to clearly benefit from a close
association to the mosses, it is still unclear how tightly these organisms are connected – a
feature that might have implications on their response to abiotic factors.
In addition to the CH4 oxidation, SAM are major contributors to the peatland nitrogen
cycle. Especially in the bogs, which are disconnected from the minerotrophic ground water
flow, the atmospheric N deposition is complemented with diatzotrophic N2 fixation. Due to
the use of acetylene reduction assay that targets mainly cyanobacteria (Hardy et al., 1968),
methanotrophic N2 fixation was long excluded as a source of nitrogen to peatlands. However,
recent studies have shown that CH4 oxidation induces N2 fixation in the main primary
producers in peatlands, i.e. the Sphagnum mosses (Larmola et al. 2014; Vile et al. 2014).
1.6.2 Non-methanotrophic microbes associated with Sphagnum
Besides MOB, Sphagnum mosses harbor a high diversity of other closely associated
microorganisms (Opelt and Berg 2004; Opelt et al. 2007a) that differs from the microbiome
of other higher plants and peat soils (Bragina et al. 2014; 2015; Table 3). Unlike MOB, many
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of these moss endophytes are specific to certain Sphagnum species and can spend their whole
lifecycle within the mosses (Opelt et al. 2007b; Bragina et al. 2012a; 2012b; 2013b). The
reason behind their species specificity, or the lack of it, seems to be the value of the specific
microbial groups and their functions for the survival of the mosses. For example, the N2
fixation is proposed to be essential for the plant primary production in the harsh ombrotrophic
bog environment. Accordingly, in contrast to the pmoA gene, N2 fixation specific nifH gene
composition showed specificity for the Sphagnum species (Bragina et al. 2013a). However,
despite this pattern, Sphagnum and the N2 fixing diatzotrophs may not share a direct
mutualistic symbiosis, as they seem to react differently to abiotic factors (van den Elzen et
al. 2017). The general Sphagnum microbiome appears to be sensitive to climate change
induced warming, which may lead to increased decomposition (Jassey et al. 2011; 2013).
While most studies have concentrated on the role of Sphagnum-associated microbes in
the  plant  as  well  as  in  the  functioning of  the  ecosystem,  few studies  have  highlighted  the
biotechnological potential of the Sphagnum microbiome, such as the antagonists against




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 AIMS OF THE THESIS
Peatlands are a significant source of the greenhouse gas CH4. Sphagnum mosses fix C not
only from atmospheric CO2 but also from the underlying peat layers through the activity of
CH4 oxidizing methanotrophic bacteria living inside the moss hyaline cells and on the moss
surfaces. This phenomenon is of high importance for the mitigation of CH4 emissions and C
accumulation but the ecology of Sphagnum-associated methanotrophs (SAM) is still poorly
understood - especially when compared to the MOB living in the bulk peat layers. This thesis
aimed to characterize the response of SAM to environmental change. SAM dynamics were
studied in connection to a direct change of the microhabitat (Study I) and in various
ecosystem succession stages on both pristine (II) and disturbed peatlands (III). The following
questions were addressed:
a) Is the symbiosis with the Sphagnum mosses obligatory or facultative for the SAM?
Implications for resilience towards disturbance? (I, II, III)
b) Which community members are most actively oxidizing CH4? How diverse are
the SAM communities in general? (II)
c) How does the ecosystem level succession affect the SAM in pristine versus
disturbed peatlands? Do the SAM differ between fens and bogs? (II, III)
d) How does SAM community composition and activity relate to the CH4 turnover
in the peat layers? (III)
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Study designs and locations
The dynamics of the SAM communities and their activity were analyzed in three different
studies that included a pristine ombrotrophic bog and an oligotrophic fen (I),  a
chronosequence of pristine sites from young meadows and fens to the bog stage (II) and a
re-vegetation gradient of fen-type cutover sites (III; Table 4).
I. Transplantation and bathing experiments to reveal the movement of SAM between
the mosses (an indication of a facultative association)
This study consisted of two separate experiments. First a transplantation study was conducted
in the Lakkasuo raised bog complex, Finland 61Û48’N, 24Û19’E). The aim was to test the
movement of MOB between the moss plants in field conditions – a trait that was considered
to imply a facultative connection to the mosses. Samples of Sphagnum rubellum
(“immigrants”), that showed no detectable CH4 oxidation in the laboratory incubations, were
planted in six different flark sites harboring Sphagnum with known high CH4 oxidation
activity (Figs. 1 and 2). As a control, the same S. rubellum plants were also re-planted in their
original site and the Sphagna from the active sites (“natives”) were gathered and re-planted
in their original sites. All these transplanted mosses were sampled on days 0, 3 and 28 from
the start of the experiment. After washing and drying to remove the loosely attached microbes
etc., the 10 uppermost cm of the mosses were used in the further analysis aiming to reveal
the effect of transplantations to the activity and community composition of the SAM. Possible
increased similarity between the communities of immigrant and native mosses was
considered a sign of potential water-mediated movement.
Table 4. Locations and types of the pristine (I, II) and disturbed sites (III) sampled in this
thesis.
Study Location Coordinates Peatland type pH
I Lakkasuo 61Û48'N, 24Û19'E Ombrotrophic bog 4.1a
Sallie's fen 43Û13'N, 71Û04'W Oligotrophic fen 4.5b
II Siikajoki 64°45'N, 24°42'E Gradient from young wet
meadows to bogs
4.5௅6.5
III Aitoneva 62°12ƍN, 23°18ƍE Re-vegetation gradient of
cutover fens
௅5.5
a Average pore water value according to Laine et al. (2004)
b Average value for sites with S. magellanicum according to Carroll et al. (1997)
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To get further evidence for the actual movement, and not just activation of the original
SAM community, a second experiment was conducted with Sphagnum mosses and active
flark water gathered from Sallie’s Fen in NH, USA (43Û12.5’N, 71Û03.5’W). The aim was to
clarify,  if  just  the  water  from  a  flark  with  active  CH4 oxidation was enough to transmit
methanotrophs and CH4 oxidation activity to the inactive mosses. For this purpose, five
treatments were conducted: 1) fresh inactive S. magellanicum samples were bathed overnight
(11h) in untreated active flark water and 2) in the same water after 0.45 um filtration to
remove the methanotrophs. After the bathing in active water, a partial sample of the mosses
was rinsed with deionized water (3). As controls, also the original, unbathed S. magellanicum
samples and S. majus from the active flark site were included in the following analysis. After
these treatments, MOP and type II pmoA abundance was analyzed from the samples.
Figure 1. Design of the
transplantation experiment
and the presence of
detectable CH4 oxidation
potential (>0.005 μmol CH4
gí1 hí1) in the moss samples
during the experiment.
Adopted from the paper I.
Figure 2. Transplanted
Sphagnum mosses in the
Lakkasuo bog in the study I
(photo by Tuula Larmola).
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II.  Analysis of active SAM diversity on a pristine succession gradient
This study was conducted on the land uplift coast of Bothia in the Western Finland (Siikajoki,
64°45’N, 24°42’E). As the land has slowly emerged from the sea, a natural chronoseqeunce
of peatland stages from young wet meadows to old ombrotrophic bogs has been formed on
this area (Fig. 3 in this summary; Table 1 in II). It has been a target of several other studies
as well (e.g. Merilä et al. 2006; Tuittila et al. 2013; Laine et al. 2016). The aim was to collect
several Sphagnum samples from various successional stages for the analysis of which type
of MOB are active in the mosses in general and to see the effect of successional stage and
Sphagnum species on the activity and diversity of the SAM. The sampling included 41
Sphagnum samples representing the dominant species of each site. From these samples, 12
samples showing active CH4 oxidation were chosen to the molecular community analysis.
Figure 3. Profile of the pristine succession gradient on the land up-lift coast of the Bothnia
Gulf, sampled in the study II. Figure shows the six stages from the young meadow to the old
ombrotrophic bog together with their ages, estimated based on the land up-lift rate or
radiocarbon dating (m.a.s.l. = meters above sea level, mesotr. = mesotrophic, oligotr. =
oligotrophic). Modified from a figure originally drawn by Irene Murtovaara and used in Merilä
et al. (2006).
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Figure 4. Pictures from the re-vegetating cutover gradient (study III) showing the sites
restored 2 years (AN2y, on the left), 17 years (AN17y) and 63 years (AN63y) before the
sampling, together with the pristine reference site (PRST, on the right).
III.  Analysis of CH4 turnover during the re-vegetation succession of cutover
peatlands
This study was conducted on the oldest peat extraction area of Finland, Aitoneva, in southern
Finland (62°12ƍN, 23°18ƍE). The aim was to see the effect of re-vegetation process on the
CH4 cycling microbes, thus also enabling the comparison of the SAM to the succession of
the MOB and the methanogens living in the peat layer. Both the Sphagnum and the peat
(layers 10-20 cm and 20-30 cm from the moss surface) were sampled in triplicate on three
cutover sites representing different re-vegetation stages: 2 years, 17 years and 63 years from
the rewetting/restoration (AN2y, AN17y and AN63y; Fig. 4). A nearby pristine fen (PRST)
representing the target stage of successful re-vegetation was sampled as a reference,
including also the bottom peat layer that was considered to represent the same, highly
decomposed layer that formed the surface of the recently abandoned cutover site, AN2y. On
the youngest site, extracted using the milling technique, restoration included also spreading
of Sphagnum diaspores to aid the re-vegetation. On the 17 years old site, also extracted with
milling, the ditches had been manually blocked to rewet the site but no other restoration
measures had been conducted. Due to the use of the older block-cut extraction method, the
oldest site (AN63y) had started to recover naturally soon after the end of the peat extraction.
In connection with the sampling, the vegetation was characterized on each of the sampling
spots to link the microbial markers to the three main plant functional types: Sphagna, sedges
and shrubs.
3.2 Analysis methods
In all three studies, the analyses of the SAM included only the topmost 10 cm of the living
Sphagnum mosses (green parts). Before the analyses, the moss samples were thoroughly
washed with deionized water to remove the loosely associated microbes from the moss
surface. The bulk peat layers were sampled separately for the analysis of peat inhabiting
MOB (III).
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Due to reasons such as syntrophic associations and other complex interactions among
environmental microbes, cultivation of these organisms is often highly challenging.
Consequently, the detection and analysis of organisms such as MOB typically relies on
molecular methods based on the nucleic acids (DNA, RNA). In this thesis, the MOB were
analyzed mainly with a pmoA gene based microarray, which was composed of over 130
probes aimed to cover the currently known pmoA diversity (Bodrossy et al. 2003; Stralis-
Pavese et al. 2004; 2011). In addition, in the second study (II), the 16S rRNA gene diversity
was explored from the 13C-labeled DNA originating from the stable isotope probing (SIP) of
the moss samples. The DNA-SIP is based on a sample incubation with a labeled substrate,
here 13C-CH4, and the subsequent ultracentrifugation to separate the labeled DNA of the
actively metabolizing community from the unlabeled background DNA (Radajewski et al.
2003). In the last study (III), the microarray was complemented with a qPCR analysis
specific to the three MOB types Ia, Ib and II, and a separate PCR analysis of the mmoX gene.
All three studies included the measurement of the MOP using a laboratory incubation setup
that was otherwise similar (the same equipment, 120 ml flasks, incubation in + 15 °C) except
for the CH4 concentration, which was either 10 000 ppm (I, II) or 1000 ppm (III). The reason
for this difference was the aim to compare the results of I and II to the results of Larmola et
al. (2010a), whereas in III, the MOP were primarily compared between the moss and the peat
layers and the layout was kept similar to the previous studies focusing on the peat layer (e.g.
Kotiaho et al. 2008; 201x). Both concentrations were considered to be non-limiting for the
low-affinity MOB typical for the CH4 producing environments such as peatlands.
The methods used in the different studies are listed in Table 5. Their details can be found
in the papers I, II and III. In addition, the following environmental variables were measured:
the WT level at the time of sampling (I, II, III), the CH4 concentration of the pore water (I,
II), the temperature of the peat (I), the pH of the peat (II, III), the peat bulk density (III) and
the vegetation composition (III).
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Table 5. Methods used in the studies I, II and III. For the abbreviations, see page 8.
Method Aim Describedand used in
Incubation methods
Potential CH4 oxidation Measuring the potential activity
of methanotrophs
I, II, III
Potential CH4 production Measuring the potential activity
of methanogens
III






- I, II, III










pmoA gene microarray Characterization of the
methanotrophic communities
I, II, III









Cloning, RFLP and Sanger
sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene
Characterization of the total
bacterial community associated
with active CH4 oxidation
II




Multivariate methods (RDA, pRDA,
CCA, PCA, NMDS, variation
partitioning and/or ANOSIM)
Analysis of the relationships
between community structures in
different samples and impact of
environmental variables on the
communities
I, II, III
ANOVA - Tukey’s HSD and/or
Kruska-wallis – Nemenyi
Test the statistically significant




correlations (rs), mixed effects
model and/or linear regression
Analysis of the relationships
between different variables
II, III
Diversity and evenness indices Comparison of the community
structures
II
Phylogenetic analysis of 16S rDNA
sequences





4.1 Water as a route for SAM dispersal between the mosses
The first study (I) continued the work presented in Larmola et al. (2010a), which concluded
that inactive mosses become active in CH4 oxidation when moved next to active mosses. The
thesis work aimed to reveal whether the SAM were actually moving between the plants in
the water phase or whether the suitable conditions just activated the SAM population already
present in the inactive mosses. This was tested both in the field and in the laboratory in two
different experiments.
In the transplantation experiment, four out of six inactive mosses gained detectable MOP
already within 3 days after being planted next to Sphagnum mosses with known high MOP
(Fig. 1). Similarly, on the day 28, four originally inactive mosses showed detectable MOP
with only one out of six showing no MOP on either day 3 or 28. On day 28, the MOP rate
did not differ between the originally inactive and the “native” mosses (Fig. 5). A community
composition analysis with pmoA microarray showed that, in most of these transplanted
Figure 5. Potential CH4 oxidation of the Sphagnum samples of the transplantation
experiment (I), of the pristine succession gradient (II) and of the re-vegetation gradient of the
cutover sites (III), together with the upper peat (-15 cm layer) samples from the cutover sites
(III). The “original” mosses did not show any detectable CH4 oxidation on day 0 (I). Within
each study, none of the presented samples that showed detectable MOP differed
significantly from each other, except for the AN2y_peat from the other peat samples. In the
studies I and II, the measurements differed from the study III in terms of the initial CH4
concentration (10 000 ppm vs. 1000 ppm) and the sampling time (June vs September). The
results of the bathing experiment (I) are presented in Fig. 7 [original = samples of the original
site, immigrant = originally inactive samples transplanted in the active flark site, native =
mosses native to the active flark; AN = Aitoneva peat extraction area, PRST = pristine
























mosses, the SAM community of the “immigrants” started to become more similar with the
“native” (originally active) mosses already after 3 days and after 28 days, the “immigrants”
resembled the “native” SAM more than the original communities on day 0 (Fig. 6 in this
summary, Fig. A1 in I).  This change in the SAM composition, as demonstrated by a PCA
analysis of both the individual samples and by the combination of all six samples, indicated
the movement of SAM between the mosses. However, the link between the detectable MOP
and community change was not entirely straightforward: on one of the samples, the MOP
was activated even without major changes in the SAM composition – indicating activation
of the original community when transplanted to the more favorable conditions. On the other
hand, also the control inactive mosses planted in their original location gained activity (two
out of three) and showed changes in their SAM community after 28 days - demonstrating
both the temporal changes within location and possible movement of the new SAM from the
surrounding environment.
The type II MOB were present in all tested samples with high diversity [Table 6 in this
summary (pages 34௅35), Fig. 3 in I] and thus the movement of this group was not clearly
detectable. In contrast, the type I MOB showed clearer signs of movement between the
mosses. They were not detected in any of the original inactive mosses (Table 6) but appeared
in five of the six samples after the transplantation. The type Ib were detected also in the
original inactive site on days 28 but the type Ia MOB were present only in the original active
flark site. However, there was no clear link between the movement of certain MOB types and
the activation of CH4 oxidation.
Figure 6. Development of the SAM community compositions (sample means) in the
transplanted mosses during the 28 day long experiment (I) based on the principal
component analysis (PCA) of the pmoA microarray data [original = samples of the original
inactive site (n=1/3), immigrant = originally inactive samples transplanted in the active flark
site (n=6), native = mosses native to the active flark (n=6)]. The PCA axes 1 and 2 explain
25% and 11% of the variation, respectively. Adopted from the paper I.
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The possible SAM movement between the mosses was further tested in the second
experiment. This time similar inactive mosses as in the transplantation experiment were
bathed in pore water gathered from a flark showing active CH4 oxidation. Results showed
fast MOB colonization of the mosses during an overnight bathing, as demonstrated by a two-
order rise in the type II MOB pmoA gene copy numbers and the initiation of the MOP when
compared to an unbathed control and to a sample bathed in filter-sterilized flark water (Fig.
7). The detected SAM were indeed tightly associated with the Sphagna as a water rinse after
the bathing did not have a significant effect on the results. The results were further confirmed
by a DGGE analysis, where two Methylocystis bands were strongly visible in the samples
bathed in the active water and, in contrast, absent when filtered water was used in the bathing
(Fig 5. in I).
Figure 7. Potential CH4 oxidation (A) and the abundances of the type II MOB pmoA genes
(B) in the Sphagnum samples from the different bathing treatments (I). Same letter
superscripts designate non-significant differences between treatments in the potential
oxidation rates (S. mag .= Sphagnum magellanicum, S. maj. = Sphagnum majus, n=3, mean
± standard error). Adopted from the paper I.
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4.2 SAM response to ecosystem succession
4.2.1 SAM on a pristine succession gradient
The community composition of the active and total SAM communities was studied on a
pristine peatland succession gradient formed due to a still ongoing land uplifting on the coast
of  the  Bothnia  Gulf  (Table  1.  in II). This setting allowed the examination of the general
diversity of the SAM within different Sphagnum species and, concurrently, a study on the
effect of peatland succession that entails a change in various environmental variables. To
reveal the active SAM communities, SIP with 13CH4 was used in a laboratory setup.
Based on the pmoA microarray  analysis,  the  whole  gradient  from  the  youngest  wet
meadows to the fen-bog transition stage harbored a high SAM diversity (Table 6 in this
summary, Figs. 1 and 3 in II). Out of the three separate fractions analyzed (un-incubated,
12C- and 13C-labeled), the SAM of the original un-incubated mosses had the highest diversity
(Shannon index). However, only the diversity of active 13C-labeled SAM differed between
the succession stages with an increase towards the older stages and a significant diversity
difference between the young (1-3) and the old (4-5) stages. Samples from the bog (stage 6)
did not consume enough 13C-CH4 to be included in the molecular analysis.
The community compositions differed between the young (1-3) and the older (4-5) stages
in all three DNA fractions [PCA (Fig. 2 in II), ANOSIM]. In the un-incubated mosses, the
type Ia MOB were more prevalent in the young stages and type Ib in the old. The type II
MOB, mainly Methylocystis,  was  more  diverse  in  the 12C-DNA-fraction than in 13C and
seemed to be active only in the older stages. Based on the 13C-fraction, active type Ia MOB,
especially Methylomonas, were relatively abundant and diverse throughout the succession
stages and dominated especially in the youngest stages. In contrast, the active type Ib
abundance and diversity increased towards the older stages, with freshwater group LW21
being most abundant.
The active SAM diversity was further characterized through cloning and sequencing of
the universal 16S rRNA genes from the 13C-labeled DNA fraction. Here, the aim was mainly
qualitative: to discover possible new SAM not covered by the pmoA microarray probes and
to trace non-methanotrophic bacteria assimilating the 13CH4 oxidation-derived CO2 and thus
closely connected to SAM. The sequence data concurred well with the microarray as 34% of
the sequences belonged to type Ia, 7.5% to type Ib and 14% to type II MOB. In addition to
the MOB species covered by the microarray, the putative Methylocella and Methyloferula,
that lack the pmoA gene, were revealed as members of the presumably active SAM
community (Figs. 4 and 5 in II). Among all the sequenced clones, 45% could not be affiliated
to any of the known MOB. Within these bacteria, the presumably non-methanotrophic
Verrucomicrobia were the largest group (15% of all clones sequenced) (Figs. 4 and 6 in II).
Within the clones, 4.4% were 99-100% similar to a Sphagnum chloroplast sequence,
demonstrating the utilization of CH4 oxidation-derived C by the Sphagnum plant.
Table 6. (see next page) Signaling of different phylogenetic pmoA probes related to MOB
types Ia, Ib and II in the microarray analyses of SAM communities (Y = young, O = old).
Signals are normalized relative to the maximum signal level 100 (in black) of the universal
reference MOB probe (not included). Table shows average signals, n=1/3/6 (I); n=3௅8 (II) or
n=3 (III). Probes with only one sample signaling with a signal value less than 2 are not








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In addition to the SAM communities, their potential activity was measured before the
SIP.  All  tested  41  moss  samples  showed  detectable  MOP.  The  highest  MOP  was  in  the
middle phase (mesotrophic fen) and lowest on both ends of the succession gradient, but the
MOP rate did not differ significantly between the succession stages (Fig. 5).
The succession stage explained 36.5% of the variation in the community data (all DNA
fractions combined) but none of the separate variables (pH, WT or pore water CH4
concentration) had a significant effect on the SAM composition. The Sphagnum species did
not affect the community diversity or composition (ANOSIM, DNA fractions
combined/separate) but had a significant effect on the MOP. However, only S. platyphyllum
differed significantly from the other Sphagnum species. The WT accounted for 18% of the
variation in the MOP, whereas the pH or the CH4 concentration did not have an effect. The
general SAM diversity did not affect the MOP.
4.2.2 SAM on re-vegetating cutover peatlands
In the third study (III), the SAM dynamics were studied in relation to the re-vegetation of
the cutover peatlands. The comparison of three re-vegetation stages and one pristine site
revealed a successional pattern in both SAM abundance and composition. Based on the qPCR
targeting the pmoA genes, the SAM belonging to the type II were the most abundant MOB
group in all sites and increased with the re-vegetation on the cutover sites (Fig. 4 in III). The
type I MOB showed an opposite pattern with the type Ia and Ib abundances: they were the
highest on the youngest sites restored 2 and 17 years ago (AN2y and AN17y). These
successional trends were even more pronounced when compared as relative proportions (Fig.
8). More detailed community composition analysis was done using the pmoA gene-based
microarray method, which showed a high diversity of type II MOB, particularly
Methylocystis,  on  all  sites  (Table  6  in  this  summary,  Table  S2 in III).  Due to the higher
detection limit inherited in this method [5% of the reference probe signal (Bodrossy et al.
2003)], the microarray revealed the type I MOB practically only in one of the three moss
samples from the AN2y site. The type Ib diversity seemed to be higher than the type Ia with
five or more probes signaling from all sites except AN63y. Similarly to the oldest pristine
stages in II, the LW21 group-related probes had the strongest type Ib MOB signals among
these moss samples. The microarray did not reveal equally clear succession patterns among
the SAM communities as the MOB type specific qPCR (Fig. 5B in III).
Despite the otherwise high type II MOB diversity, based on the separate PCR analysis of
the Methylocella-specific mmox-genes, this species was either absent or present only in very
low numbers in these Sphagnum samples (Fig. S4 in III).
Based on the MOP measurement, the SAM activity was not tied to the re-vegetation
process, as there were no significant differences between the different succession stages (Fig.
5). In comparison to the mosses tested in other studies (II, III), the MOP of the cutover sites
and even on the pristine reference site were on a lower level.
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4.3 Methane turnover in restored cutover peat layers
In the third study, the SAM analysis was complemented with an examination of the CH4
turnover taking place in the peat layers (10-20 and 20-30 cm below the moss surface) of the
re-vegetating cutover sites and the nearby pristine fen used as reference (included also the
bottom peat layer). Unlike in the living moss layer, in the peat the MOP and the concurrently
measured MPP showed an increase with the re-vegetation succession (Fig. 5 in this summary,
Fig. 1 in III). The abundances of the pmoA types followed a partially similar pattern as seen
in  the  living  mosses  with  total  abundances  of  type  Ib  and II  MOB increasing  with  the  re-
vegetation (Fig. 4 in III) and the relative abundance of the type Ia simultaneously decreasing
(Fig. 8). Accordingly, the pmoA microarray showed a slight succession pattern with the
youngest AN2y site differing most from the other sites - at least partly due to the higher type
Ia diversity (Table 6 in this summary, RDA in Fig. 5a and Table S2 in III).  Based on the
mmoX-PCR, Methylocella was present at least on the oldest site AN63y and on the pristine
site (Fig. S4 in III). The re-vegetation also led to an increase in the methanogen abundance
(Fig. 2 in III),  which  correlated  with  the  MPP  (Table  S3  in III), and a change in the
methanogen community composition (Fig. 3 in III). The harsh conditions of the partly
vegetated stages (with sedges though) seemed to favor the acetoclastic Methanosaeta as these
methanogens were detected practically only in the AN2y. In contrast, the hydrogenotrophic
methanogens (especially Methanoregulaceae) thrived on the more advanced stages. Of the
three main functional plant types (Sphagna, sedges, shrubs), Sphagna had the greatest impact
on the recovery of the CH4 turnover as all the microbial markers, except the type Ib MOB
abundance, correlated with the Sphagnum coverage.
Figure 8. Relative proportions of MOB types in the Sphagnum moss and peat (-15 cm layer)
samples from the re-vegetated cutover sites, based on the qPCR analysis with MOB type
specific primers (n=3). Modified figure S3 from the paper III.
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Relationship between SAM and Sphagnum
Peatlands provide many important ecosystem services. Currently these areas are under
various environmental pressures, including the climate change and the more direct
anthropogenic disturbances (Andersen et al. 2017; Chimner et al. 2017). Understanding the
related impacts and the possible recovery mechanisms is highly important for purposes such
as predicting the future C balance and for the evaluation of the best management practices
for the utilized peatlands, such as cutover peat basins.
Accordingly, one of the main aims of this thesis was to evaluate how tightly the SAM are
connected to the Sphagnum mosses. It was based on the theory that obligate, specialized
interactions are more vulnerable to disturbances than the facultative ones, as a negative effect
on one of the organisms would have a direct impact on the tightly connected symbiont as
well. Earlier studies have described the Sphagnum-MOB relationship as a mutually beneficial
symbiosis as Sphagnum is able to use the CO2 formed in the CH4 oxidation especially in the
submerged conditions (Kip et al. 2010). In turn, the SAM were believed to benefit from the
position inside the moss hyaline cells, which provides more stable conditions than the
surrounding  water  phase.  It  was  also  proposed  that  the  SAM  are  able  to  use  the  oxygen
formed by the moss photosynthesis (Raghoebarsing et al., 2005; Kip et al., 2010), which has
been documented with brown mosses (Liebner et al., 2011; Knoblauch et al. 2015). The
results from this thesis support the concept of a mutually beneficial connection but emphasize
that at least for the SAM, the connection is not vital for survival. This conclusion of a
facultative symbiosis is supported especially by the first study (I) which demonstrated that
the SAM disperse within the water phase, which allows them to colonize neighboring mosses.
Secondly, the SAM composition was not dependent on the Sphagnum species, which is in
contrast to many other bacterial groups that share their whole life cycle with specific Sphagna
(Bragina et al, 2012a; 2013b). Instead of the Sphagnum species, SAM were controlled by the
more general environmental conditions, as evidenced in both successional studies (II and
III). The loose relationship between the Sphagna and the SAM indicates that the CH4 biofilter
provided by the SAM could be relatively resilient towards short-term disturbances such as
drought. Due to their ability to colonize the mosses through the water phase, the inactive
mosses should regain oxidation activity more efficiently than through the sole re-activation
of the “original” SAM community. The movement may be considered to occur not only
horizontally, between the living mosses, but also vertically, which would be an important re-
activation mechanism after WT drawdown.
Still, based on the study I results, the different MOB types may have differences in their
connection to the Sphagna. In the transplantation experiment (I), many microarray probes
signaled in almost all samples, both inactive and active (immigrants/natives) and due to their
high prevalence, were impossible to record as “movers”. The majority of these probes
belonged to  the  type  II  MOB,  which,  despite  their  potential  to  move as  evidenced by the
bathing experiment, may form a “core” SAM community more tightly connected to the
mosses. This is supported also by the two other studies (II and III), where the type II MOB
dominated the SAM communities in all pristine (unlabeled DNA) and cutover succession
stages except the AN2y. In contrast, the type I MOB were not present in the original inactive
mosses (I) but appeared only after the transplantation. Especially the type Ia showed clear
indications of movement as it was detected only in the mosses of the active transplantation
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site (both immigrants and natives). Thus, the type Ia might be more loosely connected to the
mosses than the type II MOB.
This thesis did not assess the mechanisms of the detected mobility, but the current
knowledge on the motility of MOB types supports the above distinction between the type I
and II MOB. Most of the type Ia strains detected in the transplanted mosses and also in the
other two studies seemed to be related to the Methylomonas species. Although there are non-
motile Methylomonas strains  isolated  even  from  the Sphagnum peatlands (Danilova et al.
2013), most of them are capable of active movement with an aid of a single, polar flagellum
(Bowman et al. 1993), which appeared to be present also in the (first) Methylomonas related
strain (M5) isolated from the living Sphagnum mosses (Kip et al. 2011b). Similarly,
Methylobacter, which was detected in some of the thesis samples, contains mostly motile
strains (Bowman et al. 1993; exceptions e.g. Wartiainen et al. 2006). In addition, the type Ib
MOB contains motile strains, including the first spiral shaped MOB, Candidatus
Methylospira mobilis, that was recently enriched from a Sphagnum peat bog (Danilova et al.,
2016) and is detectable by the same probes that signaled in each of the thesis studies
(OSC300, LW21-374, LW21-391 and Ib453). In contrast, based on the current knowledge,
the dominating type II MOB in these samples, the Methylocystis, consists of non-motile
strains (Bowman et al. 1993). Thus, most of the type I SAM may have the ability to actively
“swim” between the mosses and exhibit a more opportunistic lifestyle, whereas the type II
SAM may display a more passive floating-type of movement. Some bacteria, such as the
plant-associated methylotrophs, are even able to switch between lifestyles by discarding their
flagella after an attachment and biofilm formation on a suitable surface (Kolter and
Greenburg, 2006; Doerges et al. 2014). This characteristic has not been detected within the
MOB, but then again, their cultivation for example from the living Sphagnum mosses is
challenging (Kip et al. 2011b).
Overall, the results of this work imply that the moss-SAM relationship is relatively
passive and initiated mostly by the favorable conditions inside the hyaline cells and the water
as a route for the SAM colonization. However, others have proposed that their interaction
might be more complex than just bidirectional transfer of CO2,  O2 and,  in  the  case  of  the
diatzotrophic SAM, N2-derived NH4+, and may involve other microbial groups as
intermediates (Ho and Bodelier 2015). In line with this, the SIP experiment (II) showed
various types of putatively non-MOB bacteria that were using the 13CH4-derived C and thus
closely connected to the SAM. Among them were methylotrophic species, which are known
to be associated with the MOB (Beck et al., 2013). Based on a lake sediment incubation with
CH4 as  the  only  C  source,  Oshkin  et  al., (2014) reported that only specific
methylotrophs/heterotrophs were using MOB-derived C-compounds and thus stated that a
passive cross-feeding would not explain their interactions with the MOB. Similarly, in these
Sphagnum mosses, the 13CH4-C seemed to end up only in certain types of bacteria, although
based on previous studies the Sphagnum microbiome harbors a far wider diversity (Bragina
et al. 2012a; 2014). Thus, the SAM may be not only passively feeding the others in the food
chain but may be regulated by mechanisms related to these microbial companions.
5.2 General patterns in SAM community composition and activity
In this work, the successional patterns of SAM were studied both in pristine (II) and restored
sites, affected by a severe disturbance (III). Despite the obvious differences on these two
peatland gradients, they provided similar patterns of ecosystem stability and stress levels:
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Due to the lack of a thick peat layer and full Sphagnum cover, the young stages were prone
to high WT fluctuation that includes repeating cycles of drought and flooding – making the
conditions highly unstable (Leppälä et al., 2011). At the same time, the pioneering plants,
such as sedges, together with the ground water flow, did provide nutrients and substrates to
these systems, which together with the higher pH added up to less stressful conditions. In
contrast, especially on the pristine gradient, the older sites with full Sphagnum cover provided
much more stable hydrological conditions but then again more stress in the form of lower pH
and less nutrients. The SAM community compositions changed along these patterns: the
young, more dynamic sites with only a partial Sphagnum cover seemed to favor the type I
MOB and especially the type Ia. These were not only present but dominated the active SAM
communities on the three youngest stages of the pristine gradient (II) and, even though the
cutover study did not include SIP, the relatively high MOP in relation to the high relative
type Ia abundance indicated their activity also on the most recently restored AN2y site (III).
On the other hand, as in the boreal peatlands in general (Dedysh, 2009), the type II MOB
were abundant and diverse throughout the gradients but especially on the older, more stable
sites with a full Sphagnum cover, including the Lakkasuo bog in study I. The type Ib related
pattern was less clear, as it proved to be active specifically in the older stages (II) but showed
the highest general abundance on the early re-vegetation stages (III). As discussed in II and
III, these patterns fit quite well with the ecological life strategies for the MOB types Ia, Ib
and II as proposed by Ho et al. (2013) according to Grime (1977) and as further evidenced
by Krause et al. (2014) and Ho et al. (2016). Although the Sphagnum species can be separated
into similar groups based on their life strategy (Laine et al.,  2011),  the  SAM  were  not
connected to certain Sphagnum species. Instead, each MOB type seems to have their
preferred ecological niche determined by the wider ecosystem conditions.
The succession-related distribution of the SAM types fits also in with the above
discussion  of  the  differences  in  the  motility  of  the  MOB types.  The  type  I  MOB who are
more capable and disposed to move in the water phase would have an advantage in the young
sites with only partial Sphagnum cover and highly fluctuating WT whereas less motile type
II MOB would be favored by the stable WT level. In addition, although the ability to fix
nitrogen is not limited to type II MOB (Knief, 2015), it might aid this MOB type in the
ombrotrophic bog stages. In a wider sense, methanotrophy does not seem to enhance
Sphagnum-associated N2 fixation in the older succession stages (Larmola et al. 2014) and the
direct role of MOB within this process remains unclear (Warren et al. 2017).
Interestingly, the SAM activity, as demonstrated by the MOP, showed a different pattern
than the SAM community composition: On both gradients (II and III), the MOP did not
change significantly along the succession when stages from the youngest to fen-bog transition
were included. Not even the significantly lower pmoA abundance, as demonstrated on the
youngest cutover site AN2y, had an effect on the potential oxidation activity. This indicates
functional redundancy i.e. the same function is fulfilled by multiple groups with each group
having their optimum conditions (Naeem, 1998), which is another SAM feature that increases
their resilience towards disturbances. Moreover, the high diversity in general has been
suggested to increase the ecosystem resilience towards environmental change (Yachi and
Loreau 1999; Gunderson 2000). Especially the high active SAM diversity, including the three
MOB types Ia, Ib and II and the species not detectable through the pmoA
(Methylocella/Methyloferula), suggests a highly resilient CH4 mitigation particularly on the
older succession stages. Redundancy/resilience of the MOB activity is not that surprising as
it has been evidenced in peatlands (Peltoniemi et al. 2016), thawing permafrost ponds
(Crevecoeur et al. 2017) and in other environments as well: Even though the disturbance
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decreased diversity, it did not decrease CH4 oxidation in for example rice fields (Ho et al.,
2011) and landfill cover soils (Kumaresan et al., 2011).
The  pattern  of  similar  MOP  throughout  the  successional  stages  broke  down  with  the
samples from the oldest bog stages. On the pristine gradient (II), the SAM activity was lowest
on the oldest bog site (stage 6) and the same moss samples did not consume enough 13C-CH4
for the further SIP analysis. In addition, the MOP was not detectable in all mosses from the
Lakkasuo bog (I). Thus, it seems that considering the CH4 oxidation activity, the fen-bog
transition is the crucial step: whereas in the fens the SAM are active in all mosses, in the bogs
SAM activity seems to be restricted to the wet microhabitats (flarks) that provide the optimal
conditions for the functioning of SAM (Raghoebarsing et al. 2005; Larmola et al. 2010a; Kip
et  al.  2010;  2011a).  In  the  higher  hummocks,  the  SAM  are  most  likely  restricted  by  the
disconnection from the high availability of CH4, which is better available for and also
consumed by the  MOB living  in  the  peat  layer  -  although the  MOP does  vary  within  the
microhabitats also in the upper peat (Juottonen et al. 2015). The dominant mosses gathered
from the oldest pristine site in II, S. balticum and S. fuscum, did not represent species
specialized for submerged conditions, which may partly explain their lower MOP. Overall,
the MOP results from all studies (I, II, III) support the previous notion, that the hydrology,
especially the long-term WT, is the main controller of the SAM activity.
The measured MOP rates (Fig. 5) were in the lower end of the scale (0 to 62 μmol g-1
day-1) presented for the Lakkasuo mosses by Larmola et al. (2010a) and especially low in the
cutover sites (III), including the pristine reference site. The MOP difference between the
similar fen-type peatlands may partly be caused by the long-term WT, even though the
sampling time WT levels were alike. However, since the sampling times differed [June (II)
vs. September (III)], it may also be due to more general seasonal variation, which ought to
be included in the future research designs. In addition, that MOP difference might have been
promoted by the different initial CH4 concentrations used in the incubations (see section 3.2).
Unlike the SAM community composition, the SAM activity may be slightly impacted by
the Sphagnum species as demonstrated by their significant effect on the MOP on the pristine
gradient (II). However, only one species, S. platyphyllum differed significantly from the
others. Previous studies have shown contradicting results as Larmola et al. (2010a) reported
a larger impact of the total environment than the S. species whereas Basiliko et al. (2004)
showed significantly different MOP from two different species in the same conditions.
Although the cutover study (III) did not specifically consider the effect of S. species, it
supports the results of Larmola et al. (2010a) since even the bog-type moss S. balticum
transplanted to the youngest site AN2y showed MOP comparable to other mosses more
typical for the fen environment. Moreover, after the transplantation to the wet flark, the S.
rubellum mosses originating from a drier lawn-microhabitat gained a MOP rate similar to the
native flark mosses (I).
This thesis used mainly the pmoA microarray for the MOB community analysis. The third
study utilized also the MOB type specific qPCR, which evidenced the weakness inherited in
the otherwise robust microarray method: Due to the low detection limit (5%), small but
possibly active groups may be left undetected in environments where one group dominates
(type II MOB in this work). Currently, community composition studies are increasingly based
on high throughput sequencing methods. To capture all the key members of the community,
it is imperative to use methods highlighting the active microbes (RNA, SIP, etc.) or at least
to have enough sequencing depth to cover also the smaller groups. Naturally, the PCR-based
methods, even when combined with for example SIP, might still leave many important
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community members hidden – a limitation that is being overcome through the fast advances
in the development of the ‘omics’ toolbox (Morales and Holben 2010; Prosser 2015).
5.3 Succession of SAM in comparison to the CH4 turnover in peat
Sphagnum-associated MOB are able to constitute an effective CH4 biofilter for the emissions
produced in the peat layers. This has been demonstrated in the field for example by measuring
the CH4 flux with and without the moss layer (Frenzel and Karofield 2000; Larmola et al.
2010b). Still, also the MOB in the topmost peat layer are clearly capable of high CH4
mitigation. This thesis evaluated those two components, moss and peat, in parallel, with an
aim to reveal their CH4 turnover dynamics during the succession of cutover peatlands.
Compared  to  the  relatively  stable  conditions  within  the  peat,  the  mosses  on  the  peat
surface are more vulnerable to both short- and long-term environmental changes, such as
extreme temperatures and heavy rainfall, which are likely to affect the microbiome of the
mosses. On the other hand, the more constant properties of the below peat layers, such as the
peat bulk density or even the nutrient status should not affect the moss microbiome as much
as it affects the microbes living in the peat. Based on these differences, it was hypothesized
(in III) that the SAM would not be affected by the re-vegetation succession as much as the
peat inhabiting MOB (and methanogens). This held true for the MOP, which stayed similar
in the mosses but increased along with the succession in the peat layer. In contrast, the
community composition changed both in the Sphagna and in the peat and showed quite
similar MOB type patterns. This is not that surprising as, in the end, the Sphagnum and peat
layers are very closely connected and, as stated above, the MOB most likely move not only
horizontally but also vertically with the WT fluctuation. The succession related MOP
increase in the peat of these fen-type cutover sites was therefore not related to the MOB
community composition but more to the general peat properties and the vegetation
succession, which primarily affected the methanogens and, more indirectly, the MOB
abundance and activity.
It should be noted, that even as the study III successfully compares the CH4 turnover
dynamics between the moss and peat layers, the data does not allow a proper quantitative
comparison of the CH4 oxidation activities on an ecosystem scale due to the presentation of
the data per mass, not volume. Due to the generally lower density of the mosses, the in situ
CH4 oxidation in the peat layer is likely larger in relation to the mosses than presented in Fig.
5.
The CH4 turnover  has  also  been  studied  in  the  peat  layers  of  the  pristine  Siikajoki
chronosequence, the target of study III (Kotiaho et al. 2008; 201x). There, the peat showed
higher MPP on the fen sites than on the bogs (based on mass and volume) but the MOP of
the topmost peat layer (including living Sphagnum) did not change significantly between the
sites with over 50% Sphagnum cover. Thus, the MOP results from the living Sphagnum layer
in II are quite well in line with the results from Kotiaho et al. (2008; 201x). In the deeper
peat layer, on a mass basis, the MOP difference was larger between the fen and bog stages,
showing a similar succession-related pattern as the peat layer of the cutover sites in III. In
addition, other studies on the upper peat, including the living Sphagna, have shown
comparable  MOP  vs.  WT  patterns:  On  a  WT  gradient,  the  MOP  correlated  with  the
Sphagnum cover and the higher WT, reflecting the importance of the SAM in the overall
MOP (Yrjälä et al. 2011) and in the comparison of microhabitats, the wet hollows showed
higher MOP than the hummocks (Juottonen et al. 2015).
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In the community analyses that covered both type I and type II MOB, the pristine peat
layers have shown community patterns similar to those of the studies II (SAM) and III (SAM
and peat-MOB) with the type I MOB present in the fens and the type II MOB in both fens
and bogs (Morris et al. 2002; Jaatinen et al. 2005; Gupta et al. 2012). Moreover, by using SIP
with samples from the upper bog layer, Esson et al. (2016) revealed an active MOB
composition similar to the SAM communities in II.
5.4 SAM as a tool in restoration and Sphagnum cultivation
While the relatively high SAM-related MOP in the early succession stages (II, III) may be
of less importance on the youngest pristine fens with only partial Sphagnum cover, it  is of
practical value on the peatlands that have undergone anthropogenic disturbances. First, based
on this result, it is even more plausible to add Sphagnum transplantations to the restoration
practices applied on the cutover peatlands – a method that is still more common in North
America than in Europe (Andersen et al. 2017; Chimner et al. 2017). While proliferation of
the Sphagnum requires  a  WT  close  to  the  peat  surface  (Tuittila  et  al.  2004),  the  same
conditions also favor the recovery of methanogens and the CH4 production. The results of III
imply that, in addition to aiding in the C accumulation, the Sphagnum mosses and the SAM
have the potential to mitigate the CH4 emissions induced by the rewetting/restoration of
cutover basins. The Sphagnum growth should be actively promoted also on the rewetted
forestry-drained peatlands and especially in the blocked ditches, which are known to act as
hot pots of CH4 emissions (Minkkinen and Laine 2006; Cooper et al., 2014). The same
applies to the peatlands in agricultural use, where the ditches even within the actively farmed
areas can show relatively high CH4 emissions (Schrier-Uijl et al. 2010; Luan and Wu 2015).
Secondly, the Sphagnum mosses are becoming a noteworthy replacement of the pristine peat
biomass both as a source of energy and as a horticultural growth medium (Gaudig et al. 2013).
For this purpose, the Sphagnum mosses are cultivated on areas such as abandoned cutover
basins  (Beyer  and  Höper  2015;  Pouliot  et  al.  2015).  All  these  applications  are  prone  to
produce CH4 emissions but will most likely benefit from the activity of SAM. While more
detailed field-based studies are required to estimate the portion of CH4 potentially blocked
by SAM in different settings, this CH4 biofilter characteristic may influence the emission
factors that are currently calculated for rewetted organic soils (Hiraishi et al. 2014; Wilson et
al. 2016).
As the SAM seem to be able to disperse through the water phase, treating the Sphagna
with pore water that shows high MOP might be an effective way to enhance the CH4 biofilter
function of the mosses for example in the cutover basins. However, as the transplanted
mosses of the recently abandoned cutover site (AN2y) already harbored a diverse SAM
community with similar MOP to the older cutover sites, this type of watering might not have
any impact on the SAM activity. All that is needed might be a high enough WT, which would
control the recovery of the Sphagnum mosses (Tuittila et al. 2004; Graf and Rochefort 2010)
and the related SAM activity.  Still, the incubation-based MOP results do not rule out the
possible oxidation enhancing effects gained through regular watering treatments with highly
CH4 oxidation active pore water.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The purpose of this thesis was to reveal the ecology of SAM in connection to the succession
of their ecosystem, the boreal peatland, and to estimate the impacts of potential disturbances
on their functioning. While the SAM community composition was affected by their habitat
[succession stage (II, III) or microhabitat (I)], this community response seemed to reflect the
redundancy of their CH4 oxidation function as the MOP showed no significant differences
between the succession stages, at least within the fen-type peatlands. On the older bog sites,
the SAM activity was not always detectable, demonstrating the differences between
hydrological microhabitats. Thus, overall, the SAM seemed to have its largest value as a CH4
biofilter in the earlier succession stages, where the Sphagna do not yet form high hummocks
above the WT, and on wet bog flarks. Based on these results, when CH4 is present, SAM can
to be active in these wetter environments.
The ability to colonize inactive mosses through the water phase was a strong indication
of a facultative relationship between the SAM and the Sphagnum. Together with the above-
mentioned functional redundancy, this trait may provide the SAM and their functioning high
resilience towards natural and artificial disturbances, including the predicted climate change-
driven increases in extreme weather events (Collins et al. 2013).
The importance of the SAM-related MOP on the fen-type succession stages supports the
results of the concurrently made study on SAM induced N2 fixation, which was highest in
the minerotrophic fen stage (Larmola et al. 2014). In addition, the demonstrated loose SAM-
Sphagnum connection fits to the idea that the specificity of a microbial group to certain
Sphagnum species depends on the function of that group. For example, whereas the SAM are
not the only source of CO2 to the mosses, the microbiologically fixed N2 is more essential,
showing in the related nifH patterns, which are more specific for the Sphagnum species
(Bragina et al. 2013a). Another main result of this thesis, the relatively high diversity of
SAM, was demonstrated also in other simultaneous studies, even on a global scale (Kip et al.
2010; 2011a; 2011c). This thesis complemented those studies in two ways: first, it revealed
the potential active members within that SAM diversity. Secondly, it included also the
younger fen-type ecosystems, which, despite a substantial Sphagnum cover and relatively
high CH4 emissions, have not been studied in terms of detailed SAM community
composition. As a result, especially the type Ia MOB were shown to be important for the
Sphagnum-associated CH4 oxidation, particularly in the fens.
Study III was the first, to the author’s knowledge, to report SAM dynamics on disturbed
peatlands. The analysis of the cutover sites revealed that, despite similar MOB community
structures, the CH4 oxidation has the potential to recover faster in the Sphagnum mosses than
in the peat layer. Thus, SAM can form a valuable CH4 biofilter also on the disturbed sites,
which should be taken into account in the restoration practices.
These conclusions should be both further tested and complemented in the future research.
This thesis evaluated the SAM activity only through laboratory-based analyzes, which often
gives a simplified view on the true in situ processes. While the WT seems to be the main
controller of the SAM activity, other factors such as temperature, CH4 ebullition/diffusion
and even the level of moss photosynthesis may affect SAM activity in the field. In addition,
it has to be taken into account that the lack of significant differences between the MOP along
the succession gradients may be partly caused by the small sample size that just did not cover
the high variability within the different stages. Field-based studies should be used to tackle
especially questions related to the predicted climate change. For example, as the climate
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warming may induce more long-term droughts, the water mediated recovery of the SAM
activity should be evaluated after a more severe and lengthy WT drawdown. Climate change
will likely affect the Sphagnum cover, both in species composition and in their relative
proportion to the other vegetation types, such as vascular plants (Tahvanainen et al. 2011).
Through the  activity  of  SAM, the  proposed increase  in Sphagnum cover in the arctic and
subarctic  regions  (Loisel  et  al.  2012;  Gaáka et  al.  2018)  may aid  in  the  mitigation  of  CH4
emissions induced especially by the thawing permafrost (Johansson et al. 2006; Cooper et al.
2017). However, more detailed analyses, particularly in the spatial scale, are needed to cover
both the high variability and complex interactions between the vegetation types and the
abiotic factors, already addressed for example by Parmentier et al. (2011). Furthermore,
analyses of seasonal and more short-term temporal variation should be employed to define
the impact of SAM to the inter-annual variation in wetland-derived CH4 emissions (Ciais et
al. 2013).
In general, both MOB and methanogen community data might be valuable in defining the
CH4 flux models that are mostly based on abiotic variables (Nazaries et al. 2013). Based on
the thesis results, the SAM community composition may not enhance the models, since the
Sphagnum cover  and  WT  may  serve  as  indicators  of  the  SAM  activity.  Still,  due  to
differences in their activity levels, the role of different MOB types within the SAM
communities deserves further attention. Especially the type Ia MOB abundance may be a
useful parameter that, in connection to the above-mentioned factors, could help predict the
strength of the Sphagnum-associated CH4 biofilter function. In addition, more state of the art
methods, namely within the ‘omics’ approach, should be applied to reveal other microbial
groups potentially involved in the CH4 oxidation within Sphagnum – either directly or in
close association with the SAM. Especially in combination with methods such as SIP, that
enable the targeting of a specific function, they would allow the exploration of the Sphagnum-
associated CH4 oxidation beyond the resolution of the genus or MOB type level presented in
this thesis.
This work provided novel insights to a fairly recently discovered phenomenon, the
association between the most common plant of the boreal peatlands, the Sphagnum moss,
and the methanotrophic bacteria. Together they are able to cycle the C, deriving from the
degradation of organic matter, directly back to the peat forming biomass, simultaneously
mitigating the emissions of the highly effective greenhouse gas, CH4. Based on this thesis,
this association is able to both recover from disturbances and adapt to various conditions, and
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